TODAY'S WEBSITE...

5 Must-Have Features

Introduction
Your website is an essential part of your business’
digital foundation.
Today, with all the DIY options out there, most people can set up a website for their
business… or at least try to. But how do you know if your site has what it takes to help
your business – whether you build it or you hire a pro? Most important of all… how do
you ensure it will help generate sales?
It's not enough anymore to just have a website. Your website needs to be built to make
sure you’re easily found online, it has to build trust among your audience, provide real
value and — through a thoughtfully crafted journey — convert your site visitors into
paying customers.
Whether you're looking to build a new website from scratch or hoping to find ways to
make your current site more effective, here are five must-have features your site will
need to help your small business compete effectively online.
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1 Content
On the Web, content is king, and quality content is the reason why websites get repeat visitors, and
ultimately, customers. It can help to think of your visitors as hunters. They’re hunting for the information
they need, and if you don't give them what they're looking for, they'll go somewhere else.
It helps to put yourself in your potential customers' shoes — try to answer any questions they could
have about your product or service. If you center your content around answering those questions,
you put your visitors at ease, build up trust in your brand and put yourself in a better position to win
customers.
While you’re coming up with the content for your pages, remember, the simpler the better.
You only need a few key pieces to elevate your site above the competition:

Product and
service information
Contact info

An obvious call-to-action

Customer testimonials
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Product and service information
It may be obvious but still needs to be said, by describing and showing the specific products and
services you offer, you can pique your visitors' interest to learn more. And more importantly, offer
them the information they most likely came to your website looking for.

B

Contact info
You might be surprised at how many people are just visiting your website to find small pieces of
information, such as your store location or your phone number. Make your contact info prominent
and easy to find.

C

An obvious call-to-action
Think about the perfect scenario and what you’d like a visitor to your website to do — like call you now
for a free quote or fill out a form to make an appointment. Once you know what that ideal action is, then
just (clearly) ask them to do it — and make it as easy as possible for them to do it. It’s as simple as that!

D

Customer testimonials
Honest words from others help make your products or services more appealing to customers who are
visiting you online. They help your potential customers to build trust in you. And they help shoppers
to confirm whether the products or services you offer meet their needs.
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In 2019, for the first time,
the average US adult
spent more time
engaging with their
mobile devices
than watching TV.1

2 Mobile-Optimized
In 2019, for the first time, the average US adult spent more time engaging with their
mobile devices than watching TV.1 But if you spend any time browsing on your phone or
tablet (and according to that previous statistic, we know you do), you’ve come across
sites that are difficult to use and navigate. That’s the experience you should be actively
working to avoid with your website.
A site that isn’t mobile-optimized requires users to pinch or zoom in order to read the
content. Users find this a frustrating experience and are likely to abandon the site.
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Here are some things to consider when you’re trying to optimize your site for mobile:
Responsive page display
Responsive design is the foundation of a mobile-optimized website. Without it, a smartphone or
tablet user who visits your site will see a miniaturized version of your desktop site. This means they’ll
have to scroll vertically and, more annoyingly, horizontally to find anything—and that means they’ll
just leave and go somewhere else.

Proper text formatting
Keep your blocks of text short and break them up with headlines and bulleted lists when it makes
sense to include them. It’s hard for our eyes to track close-together lines of text on small screens, so
long paragraphs make it more likely that your visitors will lose their place and get frustrated.
Think touches and taps
Websites designed for desktop users are easiest to navigate with mouse clicks, not swipes, taps, and
touches. There’s no mouse on a smartphone, so you’ll need to give mobile users a way to navigate
using touch controls.
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3 Voice-Search Ready
Smart speakers and virtual assistants have

Here are some steps you should take:

clearly taken off in the past couple of years and
show no sign of slowing down. According to a
recent study, more than half (58%) of
consumers have used voice search — like Siri,
Alexa or Google — to find local business
information.2
Unlike web and mobile searches, voice searches
only return one result to each query. That
means if you want to ensure new customers can
find your business, then you need to know how
to optimize your website for voice search —
before your competition does.

Use natural language
We told you earlier that content was king, and
we weren’t kidding. If your website content is
written in a conversational tone, it’s more likely
to pop up in voice search results. Use short
sentences and concise writing; voice search
results typically look for quick answers.

Get control of your information
Although voice assistants seem all-knowing,
they rely heavily on information they can find
around the web about your business. Make sure
your location, hours, and phone number are
correct and visible on your website.
Also, voice assistants use listings from trusted
sources to provide the answers people are
looking for. Take some time to make sure your
listings are claimed, accurate, and complete.
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4 Security
You may have noticed that some website URLs

they’re visiting is secure. It does this through

start with HTTP, while others begin with HTTPS.

encryption, and the best thing is, once a website

The “S” stands for secure encryption, which can

owner has properly configured their SSL, it all

only be guaranteed with an SSL certificate.

happens in the background, providing a
seamless process for website visitors.

Even if you haven’t noticed it, it’s likely your
website visitors have. For your potential

You might be tempted to see this as a feature

customers, it’s more important than ever to be

that doesn’t apply to your business, but you’d

able to determine whether they are using a

be making a huge mistake. As of July 2018, new

website with a secured web connection or not.

versions of Google Chrome have started
marking websites without SSL as “Not secure.”

Put simply, an SSL (Secure Sockets Layer)

So, visitors to your site who are using an up to

certificate ensures that any data transmitted

date version of Chrome will see a warning,

between a website visitor and the website

which may put them off.

dalipainting.com

5 “Schema”
One of the latest evolutions in SEO is called

When a website has schema in place, users can

schema markup. This new form of optimization

see in the search results what a website is all

is one of the most potent but least-utilized

about, where they are, what they do, how

forms of SEO available today.

much stuff costs, plus plenty of other stuff.
This will make it easier to show up in search

Schema is code that you put on your website

results' featured snippets. For example, if you

to help the search engines return more

sell a product, it can include the star rating in

informative results for users. Typically, the

your listing.

content on your site gets crawled, indexed and
returned in search results. But with schema

Schema markup tells search engines what the

markup, some of that content gets indexed and

content on your website means, not just what it

returned differently.

says. It paints a clearer picture of a business
website’s central topic and the services the site
can offer users.

<script type="application/ld+json">
{ "@context": "https://schema.org",
"@type": "PostalAddress",
"streetAddress": "123 Main Street",
"addressLocality": "Stars Hollow",
"addressRegion": "CT",
"postalCode": "12345",
"addressCountry": "USA"
}
</script>
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Existing vs. Effective
Most people can probably set up a basic website for their business; modern DIY tools make it easy.
But to succeed in today’s landscape, you need more than just an ok, basic site.
A good website has clear content, is regularly updated, it’s secure, easy to use, and ideally, converts
your visitors into customers. A great website does all of those things and also serves as the anchor to
all your other digital marketing.
From your display ads to your reviews to your Google My Business listing — they all work in sync with
your website to provide you with the results you need to rise above the competition.

123-456-7890
Down Dog Yoga
Yoga classes for
every body.
9:00 am - 9:00 pm
Find a class

Looking for a great website? Check out Hibu’s Smart Sites on Hibu.com
Created as the anchor to all your other digital marketing, Hibu’s sites are custom, secure,
easy to use, and convert your visitors into customers.
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Better results working together
Why work harder when you could market smarter? At Hibu, our goal is to help you achieve your
goals, by building you a complete digital marketing “solution” — a custom, interconnected digital
marketing campaign that works to maximize your results and deliver what you want.
Tell us what you want to achieve – more visibility, more visitors, more leads… or all three — and
we’ll build you a smart, easy digital marketing solution designed to deliver the results you want.

Visit Hibu.com to learn more or talk to us today at 855-727-1889
to take the first step towards smarter digital marketing.

About Hibu
Hibu is a leading provider of managed digital marketing solutions for small to medium-sized
businesses, providing local business owners with a truly integrated, smart digital marketing program
designed to generate leads by driving visitors to your website and increasing your visibility online
where it matters most – on search engines, in voice search, and on social media sites like Facebook.
Hibu makes it easy for you to get everything you need to advertise your business online – all from a
single partner – saving you time, money and frustration. Hibu is a Facebook Marketing Partner,
Google Ads Premier Partner, Google My Business Partner, and Microsoft Advertising Select Channel
Partner. Hibu – Smart Digital Marketing Made Easy.

MICROSOFT ADVERTISING

Select Channel Partner
Specialized in:

Search ads
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Mobile ads Display ads
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https://www.emarketer.com/content/us-time-spent-with-mobile-2019
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https://www.brightlocal.com/research/voice-search-for-local-business-study
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